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MAKE THINGS OF VALUE
Re-purposing of production lines
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LVMH
From luxury perfume to hand sanitiser

There has been a global shortage of alcohol-based sanitizers in response
to coronavirus. Recommended by the World Health Organization as an
effective tool to avoid the spreading of the virus, LVMH is attempting to
combat the shortage.
LVMH – t he conglomerate that owns luxury brands such as Louis Vuitton,
Christian Dior and Givenchy – announced that it will begin using some of
its facilities to produce its own hand sanitizer in response to the shortage
in France caused by the coronavirus epidemic.

The gel will be delivered free of charge to the French health authorities
as a priority.
Similar moves have since been made by alcohol brands including
Anheuser-Busch InBev and U.K.-based craft brewer BrewDog.

Source: Vogue, Twitter.
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FASHION BRANDS
From fast fashion to medical supplies
Zara and H&M are now focusing resources on helping the fight against
Coronavirus by turning over supply chains to produce medical supplies.

Zara’s factories and logistics teams will now be made available to the
Spanish government to create and donate surgical masks for medical
workers and patients.
While H&M will use its vast supply network to source personal protective
equipment for hospitals in the European Union to help curb the spread
of the coronavirus.

H&M said it had been informed that protective masks were the main
priority, but gowns and gloves were also badly needed.

Sources: Forbes, Reuters.
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FOXCONN
From iPhones to face masks
Similarly, Apple iPhone manufacturer Foxconn Technology Group
began redeploying idled electronics production lines at its Shenzhen
facility to make surgical face masks, initially for its workers and then for
the general public, to help ease a worldwide shortage.
“Foxconn has begun the production of masks at one of its facilities to
support its workforce of over one million employees while at work,” a
Foxconn spokesperson told Wunderman Thompson. “As part of the
second phase of production, the company will look at expanding
output by the end of February to produce up to two million masks per
day.”
The Taipei-headquartered firm earlier said on WeChat: “In this war
against the epidemic, every second counts. The earlier we take
precautionary actions, the earlier we can prevent the virus, the earlier
we can save lives, the sooner we can overcome this.”

.
Wunderman Thompson Report, Pandemic Brands. Feb 2020
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SAY THINGS OF VALUE
Awareness & education
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SNAPCHAT
Here For You
With the stress and anxiety people are feeling over coronavirus,
Snapchat is expediting its “Here For You” feature.
First announced in February for an early April launch, Snapchat’s “Here
For You” provides users resources when they search for topics related
to mental health, such as anxiety, depression, stress, suicidal thoughts
and grief.

The resources are provided by health partners including: Active Minds,
Because of You, Crisis Text Line and Seize the Awkward in the US and
Young Minds, The Samaritans and Diana Award in the UK.
A section of Here For You will be devoted to the coronavirus and will
share updates from the World Health Organization, Centers of Disease
Control and Prevention, Crisis Text Line, National Health Service and
the Ad Council.
Snapchat has also launched a nationwide filter with advice on how to
stay safe as well as Bitmojis encouraging users to wash their hands.
Source: Snap.
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REDDIT
Reddit buys NYC billboards urging people to stay home.
Reddit co-founder Alexis Ohanian used billboards in Times Square to
aim a message clearly at indifferent people wandering around the
busy centre: stay home.

The signs read, "Staying home means saving lives.“ The bottom of
the boards read #flattenthecurve, referencing the epidemic curve
that is commonly used to visualise the pandemic.
The hope is that no one actually sees the billboard in persons, but
rather through social media posts in the comfort of their own homes.

Source: Campaign Liv e.
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INSTAGRAM
The social platform is actively featuring government education
information on COVID-19
Each time the app is launched, a message appears at the top of the
screen directs users to the Australian Government Department of
Health website with the updated information on the virus.
When someone searches #coronavirus, a similar message appears
before displaying posts, directing users looking for COVID-19
information to the Government website.

Similarly, when the word coronavirus is searched, the accounts for the
World Health Organisation (WHO) and UNICEF are programmed to
appear first.
Instagram has also partnered with the popular
account @dudewithsign which sees him sharing health tips from WHO
and morale boosting messages.

Source: Mum brella.
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CARTOON NETWORK
Cartoon Network delivers hygiene message to kids.

Cartoon Network has launched an animated public service
announcement focusing on good hygiene practices, in support of
worldwide efforts to prevent the spread of COVID-19.
Designed to be a fun way of helping children understand the
importance of keeping healthy, the music video will run on Cartoon
Network and Boomerang, initially across Southeast Asia, Australia
and New Zealand.
It’s also available on Cartoon Network’s social channels and
YouTube.
The rap features iconic characters from its shows: The Powerpuff
Girls, We Bare Bears, Teen Titans Go!, Adventure Time and Ben 10.
Messages include covering your mouth when you sneeze, trying to
avoid touching your face and washing your hands properly, with
the tagline “Be clean. Be cool!”

Source: Adnews.
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TIME OUT NY
Time Out pivots to 'Time In' as it closes global food markets.
Time Out in the US has turned itself to become "Time In" with a drive that
encourages people to adhere to expert advice and lay low amid the
global coronavirus outbreak.
Time In has launched the "Love Local" campaign to support independent
venues which will arguably be hit the hardest by this pandemic.
The drive is to "show empathy and support for local venues, whether or not
people are able to go out to them. We’ll step that up when our cities
bounce back and our beloved local favourites are thriving again."

Source: Cam paign Live.
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GIVE THINGS OF VALUE
Re-working services for their customers
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WOOLWORTHS

Dedicated shopping hours for those with special needs
In times like these, empathy for your customers and the challenges
they are facing is key.
Woolworths took the step of launching an hour where only the elderly
or those with special needs will be allowed into the store.

This is a relatively small gesture that made difference for many
customers’ lives, and demonstrated the company’s values.

Source: Woolworths.
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SUPERMARKETS GLOBALLY
U.K. Supermarkets support Healthcare workers with dedicated hours &
stock
Supermarkets including Asda, Sainsburys and Tescos are applying the
early browsing hours to NHS staff and social workers, by introducing
priority shopping through an early browsing hour.
John Lewis & Partners, which includes the upmarket Waitrose
supermarket chain, will set aside hard-to-find items exclusively for NHS
staff. These items will be protected for them, and can be collected at
all times of the day upon presentation on their NHS card.

NHS staff will also receive priority checkout treatment in all Waitrose
supermarkets.
This is to help get crucial basics to NHS staff working around the clock
during the coronavirus pandemic

Sources: Business Insider, Twitter, Retail Gazette
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DELIVEROO
Zero contact food delivery
Food has long been a source of comfort and community, and food delivery
services make this possible even in a period of self-isolation for many customers.

In a bid to mitigate the spread of coronavirus, delivery platforms are enabling
customers to have 'zero-contact' food dropped at their doorsteps, with drivers
stepping back at least one metre.
Deliveroo is one example: "Riders will be asked to let the customer know they have
arrived, place their thermal bag open on the ground outside their door, step back
at least one metre and wait nearby for the customer to collect the food before the
order can be completed.“ Both Dominoes and Uber Eats are offering similar
services.

Uber Eats globally are also launching daily marketing campaigns — both in-app
and via email — to promote delivery from 100,000 independent restaurants who
are financially more at risk as customers choose to stay indoors. These local small
business restaurants will receive daily payouts, instead of the company’s standard
weekly payout
Source: Sydney Morning Herald.
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NEWS SITES
Paywalls lifted on reputable sites
In an era of fake news, factual reporting has never been more
important, especially during a global pandemic.

Global news sites including The New York Times, The Washington Post
as well as local players such as The Age and The Sydney Morning
Herald have lifted their paywalls.
The NYT statement: “We are providing free access to the most
important news and useful guidance on the coronavirus outbreak to
help readers understand the pandemic. Sign up with an email address
to read all of the articles on this page”

The Age statement: “Our real-time coronavirus coverage is free for all
readers. Please consider supporting our journalism with a subscription”

Sources: New York Tim es, Washington Post, The Age
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PORNHUB
Free Premium access to entice users to stay home
While this may seem like an amusing / eyebrow raising example,
this is a brand that truly understands their customers, and is offering
something to encourage people to remain indoors during
quarantine.
Pornhub wants to keep Italian citizens – currently on lockdown to
slow the spread of the coronavirus – from leaving their houses by
giving them premium subscriptions, entirely free of charge.
The adult content company announced Italian users can claim
premium subscriptions without entering any of their credit card
details throughout March.
A percentage of the proceeds from Modelhub — a subsidiary that
helps creators sell content — will be donated to local hospitals.

Sources: The Next Web, Pornhub Insights.
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ADOBE
Making working from home easier

Adobe is offering free use of its Creative Cloud software for 60 days
during the global isolation period, a move which has been welcomed
by many workers in the creative sector.
The company began by offering it to higher education & institutional
customers, but is now giving every subscriber two months of free
subscript ion.
What is of note is the fact that this has not been promoted at all, but
has taken off on social media with strong positive sentiment around
this hidden offer.

Source: Techradar.
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BUD LIGHT
Bud Light sponsors a virtual concert with alcohol delivery service Drizly
Social media has been inundated with musicians providing us with virtual
concerts now that they are homebound.

Bud Light – no doubt the first of many brands to understand the
opportunity here – made the move to sponsor a “Bud Light Dive Bar Tour:
Home Edition,” featuring country music star Jake Owen, who performed
from his home and streamed on his Instagram Live page.
The show was free, but Owen and Bud Light solicited donations to the
American Red Cross. It also featured a cross-promotion with alcohol
delivery service Drizly, which gave people $5 off their orders with the
promo code “BUDLIGHT.”

Sources; Ad Age, Market Watch, Facebook.
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TELCOS
With mobile phone usage spiking across the globe, telcos are providing their
customers with ways to help them stay connected.
Vodafone, Optus and Telstra are offering additional broadband and mobile
internet access free of charge during the coronavirus pandemic to ensure all
customers who may be spending more time at home in response to COVID-19
are supported.
Telstra has suspended late payment fees and disconnections, and will hire
1,000 temporary contractors, to help counter the economic toll of the COVID19 outbreak.
Telstra is also bringing forward $500 million capital expenditure from FY21 to
increase its network capacity during the pandemic, and to help it accelerate
the rollout of its 5G network.

Sources: Vodafone, Daily Telegraph.
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ONLINE EDUCATION
With school closing their doors across the globe to help stem the spread of the virus, education is
shifting online and brands and governments are stepping in to support students make the shift.
Cloud Classrooms
As mobile usage increases in regions effected by COVID-19 Business and Education apps saw the biggest surge in
downloads among categories of apps. During the first half of February 2020 in China, Business and Education apps
were downloaded at levels roughly 2x the weekly average in 2019. We have seen a similar trend in Italy.
Kuaishou, a Chines social video platform, promoted online education offerings to compensate for school and
university closures. The company and other video platforms partnered with the Ministry of Education to open a
national online cloud classroom to serve students.
TAL Education, an e-learning company, has partnered with more than 300 public schools across China to stream
free classes and provide complementary K-12 online tutoring session

Online education apps Youdao(有道) Hundun University(混沌商学院) are providing free online courses for those
based in Wuhan.
Loom, a video recording and sharing service has made Loom Pro free for teachers and students at K-12 schools,
universities, and educational institutions. They have also removed the recording limit on free plans and have cut the
price for Loom Pro in half to help businesses and brands across the board.
Corona Q&A
From a government perspective, Norway’s prime minister, Erna Solberg, held a press conference to answer
children’s questions about the coronavirus, including how they should celebrate birthdays (‘through FaceTime’)
and how long it may take to develop a vaccine (up to a year’).
Sources: AppAnnie, Harv ard Business Rev iew, Forbes, Forbes, &
TrendW atching
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EMPTY SYMBOLISM
TONE DEAF ACQUISITION
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EMPTY SYMBOLISM
Our #1 focus is brand safety for our clients, and so we wanted to provide an
example of the sort of response that garners hugely negative PR in a crisis of
this scale.
A week ago, a creative director reimagined the logos of famous brands
including Nike, Starbucks and Mastercard in light of the coronavirus
pandemic to bring attention to social distancing.

McDonald’s in Brazil reworked their iconic Golden Arches for real,
reconceiving the distinctive assets in a ‘distanced’ form.
The move was meant to convey the idea that we are "separated for a
moment so that we can always be together” and appears on all of the
brand’s Brazilian social accounts.

However, it has drawn strong criticism, with some questioning how the
brand has been treating its own workers or painting it as an opportunistic,
awards-baiting move.
This is an example of the importance of providing real value to customers in
these times – logo changes are not enough.
Sources: AdAge, Chicago Business, The Drum.
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TONE-DEAF ACQUISITION
Budget airline Malindo Air airline advertised 'hot and healthy' cheap flights
to Bali while ignoring questions from customers about refunds due to
coronavirus cancellations.
This is an example of lack of empathy for worried customers with pre-existing
bookings who were yet to receive refunds. They claimed calls and emails
went unanswered, and cancellations left people stranded.

Brands should focus on demonstrating their commitment to their customer
base, and messaging that is brand rather than acquisition led.

Source: Daily Mail.
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BEST PRACTICE

This is the question companies who truly know their purpose should ask
during this time.

“WHAT CAN I DO WITH MY
BUSINESS AND PRODUCTS,
THAT WOULD BE IMMENSELY
HELPFUL FOR CONSUMERS
WHO HAVE BEEN AFFECTED BY
THE CURRENT SITUATION?”

Sometimes, the answer may be a new product idea, or a new delivery
system idea, or even a service idea around providing consumers with
more information that they need.

These are times when marketers cannot just remain confined to their
functional responsibilities.

Be helpful: how brands deal with the crisis now may shape
consumer views beyond
Brands using their market position and prowess to be helpful during the
coronavirus outbreak will leave an impression.
Always ask yourself the question: “Will this be helping the affected
consumers?”

Source: WARC The Craft Of Turning Adversity into a Win.
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MORE TO COME
We will continue to update you (& provide
value) as people and brands respond.
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